CHAPTER V
EPILOGUE

A. Conclusion
After doing research about conflict resolution ethic of Ratu
Kalinyamat,

researcher conclude some points are:

1. Conflict resolution of Ratu Kalinyamat for solve the conflict.
a. Ratu Kalinyamat succumbs to the conflict.
After the conflict that ended with the death of her beloved
family, Ratu Kalinyamat avoid conflicts by performing the
hermitage. When people get a Java problem that could not be
completed. Javanese people avoid such conflict, conflict with
silence go from the situation and location of conflict. As a Javanese
proverb wani ngalah luhur wekasane (would later in the day he
will get the glory of it).
b. Be patient to get the right answer to the conflict.
Arguing that the Arya Penangsang is milky there is no
person who was able to outmatch. Ratu Kalinyamat sincere leave
sparkling life at Court, she lived as a hermit, begged the Almighty
so that people who kill are judged according to the error that has
been caused, as the Arya Penagsang at that time was considered to
have been doing a lot of crime and murder that deserves to be tried.

2. Conflict Resolution of Ratu Kalinyamat in view of modern conflict
resolution
In modern conflict resolution explained that there is an
ethics in seeking a solution in a conflict. It also kept in accordance
with the situation and the existing conditions.
a. Negotiation
After the death of Sunan Prawata, Ratu Kalinyamat
encountered Sunan Kudus who was also the teacher of Aryo
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Penangsang and very loved by and also figure highly in respect of
teachers by Ratu Kalinyamat to ask for Justice over the treatment
of Arya Penangsang to his brother Sunan Prawata.
b. Avoid the conflict
One of the attitude or the ethics of conflict posed by
avoiding conflict. By avoiding the subject of conflicts sometimes
aim to go as far from conflict or even contrary to seek something
that is able to end the conflict as it is by searching for a strategy to
deal with the conflict. The strategies used in this method with
refuse, escape, aamenyangkal, dismiss, withdraw, postpone.
c. Against the conflict
Aside from the conflicts, the avoidance of conflict as well
as there are times when these conflict with competing against.
Conflicted person trying to end the conflict by means of
conducting competitions or resistance to those who started the
conflict. Ratu Kalinyamat resistance can be seen from the contest
and pledge of Ratu Kalinyamat.
B. Suggestion
In this discussion of the ethics of conflict resolution Ratu
Kalinyamat, author wish there was a review again so that many references
or writings relating to the life of Ratu Kalinyamat, because one factor fame
Ratu Kalinyamat in Javanese history was when he became a figure able to
resolve conflicts.
And it also needs to be examined again with regard to the Ratu
Kalinyamat is about a woman who is very very good, living in the time of
feudalism that is able to lead the country up to international.

